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01484 304304

PROFESSIONAL | AFFORDABLE | RELIABLE

2019 | PRICE LIST



Why DK Print Ltd...
Professional | Affordable | Reliable

DK are a family-run print business based in Honley, between 

Huddersfield and Holmfirth. Here at DK we pride ourselves on 

our friendly yet professional service as we believe it’s what sets us 

apart from other printers.

We’ve been in the printing trade for many years and have the 

know-how and experience to deliver your print requirements to an 

excellent standard at affordable prices.

Our reputation for care, commitment and attention to detail speaks 

for itself, but just as importantly we are reliable and will not let you 

down.  Please get in touch to find out how we can help you with your 

printing needs.

01



02 03

Contents
04 Business Cards
 inc Folded Business cards

06 A3 Lightweight
 inc Folded A3 Lightweight

08 A3 Middleweight
 inc Folded A3 Middleweight

10 A3 Heavyweight
 Coated inc Folded

12 A3 Heavyweight
 Uncoated inc Folded

14 A4 Lightweight
 inc Folded A4 Lightweight

16 A4 Middleweight
 inc Folded A4 Middleweight

18 A4 Heavyweight
 Coated inc Folded

20 A4 Heavyweight
 Uncoated inc Folded

All prices quoted are exclusive of  VAT where applicable. 
Artwork and Carriage are charged as extras.

 

We couldn’t fit everything we print
into this little booklet, such as:

Booklets - Wired & Stitched
Labels - Gloss, Matt or Synthetic
A4 & A5 Folders and Calendars

So for anything we have missed, 
please give us a call on 01484 304304

 or send us an email info@dkprint.co.uk
 

22 A5 Lightweight
 inc Folded A5 Lightweight

24 A5 Middleweight
 inc Folded A5 Middleweight

26 A3 Heavyweight
 Coated inc Folded

28 A3 Heavyweight
 Uncoated inc Folded

30 A6 Lightweight

31 A6 Middleweight

32 A6 Heavyweight

34 DL Lightweight

35 DL Middleweight

36 DL Heavyweight

38 Square Folded Cards

39 Duplicate Pads



04 05

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

100 £14 £14 £14
150 £15 £16 £16
200 £17 £18 £19
250 £19 £20 £20
300 £21 £22 £23
350 £22 £24 £25
400 £25 £27 £27
450 £26 £28 £29
500 £28 £31 £32
600 £33 £36 £37
700 £38 £41 £42
750 £40 £43 £45
800 £42 £46 £48
900 £47 £51 £53
1000 £52 £56 £58
1250 £61 £67 £69
1500 £71 £78 £80
1750 £80 £87 £90
2000 £88 £96 £99
2500 £107 £116 £121
3000 £125 £136 £142
3500 £143 £155 £162
4000 £160 £174 £181
4500 £177 £191 £200
5000 £193 £208 £217

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

100 £21 £22 £23
150 £24 £26 £26
200 £28 £30 £31
250 £31 £34 £35
300 £34 £38 £39
350 £39 £43 £44
400 £44 £49 £51
450 £48 £54 £56
500 £52 £59 £60
600 £62 £69 £71
700 £70 £78 £81
750 £75 £83 £85
800 £79 £87 £90
900 £88 £97 £101
1000 £97 £108 £111
1250 £120 £132 £137
1500 £142 £156 £162
1750 £163 £179 £185
2000 £184 £201 £209
2500 £226 £247 £257
3000 £268 £292 £303
3500 £308 £335 £348
4000 £347 £376 £391
4500 £388 £420 £437
5000 £428 £464 £482

Folded ‘Business’ Cards
Max Size: 170mm x 55mm / 55mm x 170mm Flat Size

or: 85mm x 105mm / 105mm x 85mm Flat Size

Perfect For:

 Business Cards

 Appointment
 Cards

 Name Badges

 Place Name   
 Cards

 ID Cards

 Loyalty Cards

 Tickets

 

Standard

Shorter edge

Business Cards
Size 85mm x 55mm / 400gsm uncoated card



06 07

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £10 £11 £11
50 £16 £21 £23
75 £22 £29 £31
100 £27 £36 £39
150 £39 £51 £55
200 £50 £65 £71
250 £59 £77 £84
300 £70 £90 £99
350 £79 £102 £113
400 £89 £114 £126
450 £97 £125 £138
500 £106 £135 £150
600 £124 £158 £176
700 £142 £181 £202
750 £150 £191 £214
800 £159 £202 £226
900 £175 £221 £248
1000 £190 £240 £270
1250 £234 £295 £333
1500 £277 £349 £394
1750 £318 £400 £452
2000 £358 £449 £509
2500 £436 £545 £620
3000 £509 £633 £723
3500 £584 £724 £829
4000 £655 £811 £931
4500 £725 £895 £1,030
5000 £792 £975 £1,125

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £15 £16 £16
50 £21 £26 £28
75 £27 £34 £36
100 £32 £41 £44
150 £44 £56 £60
200 £55 £70 £76
250 £64 £82 £89
300 £75 £95 £104
350 £85 £108 £118
400 £95 £120 £132
450 £104 £132 £145
500 £113 £143 £158
600 £133 £167 £185
700 £152 £191 £212
750 £162 £203 £225
800 £171 £214 £238
900 £188 £235 £262
1000 £205 £255 £285
1250 £253 £314 £351
1500 £299 £371 £416
1750 £345 £426 £479
2000 £388 £479 £539
2500 £474 £582 £657
3000 £554 £678 £768
3500 £636 £777 £882
4000 £715 £871 £991
4500 £792 £962 £1,097
5000 £867 £1,050 £1,200

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your design

Standard

Gate

Concertina

Shorter edge

A3 Lightweight Paper
A3 Size: 420mm x 297mm / Lightweight Paper: 80gsm ~ 130gsm

Perfect For:

 Posters

 Maps / Plans

 Presentations

 Photocopies   

When folded...

 Newsletters

 Leaflets 



08 09

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £10 £13 £14
50 £21 £26 £28
75 £29 £36 £38
100 £36 £44 £47
150 £51 £63 £68
200 £65 £80 £86
250 £78 £96 £103
300 £92 £112 £121
350 £105 £127 £138
400 £117 £142 £154
450 £128 £156 £169
500 £139 £168 £183
600 £163 £198 £216
700 £187 £225 £246
750 £198 £239 £261
800 £209 £252 £276
900 £230 £277 £304
1000 £250 £300 £330
1250 £308 £369 £407
1500 £364 £436 £481
1750 £419 £500 £553
2000 £472 £563 £623
2500 £574 £682 £757
3000 £670 £794 £884
3500 £768 £908 £1,013
4000 £862 £1,018 £1,138
4500 £954 £1,124 £1,259
5000 £1,042 £1,225 £1,375

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £15 £18 £19
50 £26 £31 £33
75 £34 £41 £43
100 £41 £49 £52
150 £56 £68 £73
200 £71 £86 £92
250 £86 £103 £111
300 £101 £121 £130
350 £115 £138 £148
400 £129 £154 £166
450 £142 £169 £183
500 £154 £183 £198
600 £181 £216 £234
700 £208 £246 £267
750 £220 £261 £284
800 £233 £276 £300
900 £257 £304 £331
1000 £280 £330 £360
1250 £346 £407 £444
1500 £409 £481 £526
1750 £471 £553 £605
2000 £532 £623 £683
2500 £649 £757 £832
3000 £760 £884 £974
3500 £873 £1,013 £1,118
4000 £982 £1,138 £1,258
4500 £1,089 £1,259 £1,394
5000 £1,192 £1,375 £1,525

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your designA3 Size: 420mm x 297mm / Middleweight Paper: 140gsm ~ 210gsm

Standard

Gate

Concertina

Shorter edge

Perfect For:

 Posters

 Maps / Plans

 Presentations

 Photocopies   

When folded...

 Newsletters

 Leaflets 

A3 Middleweight Paper



10 11

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £13 £15 £16
50 £25 £30 £32
75 £35 £42 £44
100 £43 £51 £54
150 £62 £74 £78
200 £79 £94 £100
250 £94 £111 £119
300 £110 £130 £139
350 £125 £148 £159
400 £140 £165 £177
450 £154 £181 £195
500 £167 £196 £211
600 £196 £230 £248
700 £224 £263 £284
750 £238 £278 £301
800 £251 £294 £318
900 £276 £323 £350
1000 £300 £350 £380
1250 £370 £431 £468
1500 £437 £509 £554
1750 £503 £584 £637
2000 £566 £657 £717
2500 £689 £797 £872
3000 £804 £928 £1,018
3500 £921 £1,062 £1,167
4000 £1,034 £1,190 £1,310
4500 £1,144 £1,315 £1,450
5000 £1,250 £1,433 £1,583

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £23 £25 £26
50 £35 £40 £42
75 £45 £52 £54
100 £53 £61 £64
150 £72 £84 £88
200 £89 £104 £110
250 £104 £121 £129
300 £121 £141 £150
350 £138 £161 £171
400 £154 £179 £191
450 £170 £197 £211
500 £184 £214 £229
600 £217 £251 £269
700 £249 £287 £308
750 £264 £305 £327
800 £279 £322 £346
900 £308 £354 £381
1000 £335 £385 £415
1250 £413 £475 £512
1500 £490 £561 £606
1750 £564 £646 £698
2000 £636 £727 £787
2500 £776 £885 £960
3000 £909 £1,033 £1,123
3500 £1,044 £1,185 £1,290
4000 £1,174 £1,330 £1,450
4500 £1,302 £1,472 £1,607
5000 £1,425 £1,608 £1,758

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your design

Standard

Gate

Concertina

Shorter edge

Perfect For:

 Posters

 Presentation
 Covers

 Menus   

When folded...

 Share-a-cards

 Table Talkers

 Menus 

A3 Size: 420mm x 297mm / Heavyweight Coated Paper: 250gsm ~ 350gsm

A3 Heavyweight
Coated Paper



12 13

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £18 £21 £22
50 £37 £42 £43
75 £51 £58 £60
100 £63 £71 £74
150 £90 £102 £107
200 £115 £130 £136
250 £138 £155 £162
300 £161 £182 £191
350 £184 £207 £217
400 £205 £231 £243
450 £225 £253 £266
500 £244 £274 £289
600 £287 £322 £340
700 £329 £367 £388
750 £348 £389 £412
800 £368 £410 £434
900 £405 £451 £478
1000 £440 £490 £520
1250 £542 £603 £641
1500 £641 £713 £758
1750 £737 £819 £871
2000 £830 £921 £981
2500 £1,010 £1,119 £1,194
3000 £1,179 £1,303 £1,393
3500 £1,351 £1,492 £1,597
4000 £1,517 £1,673 £1,793
4500 £1,678 £1,849 £1,984
5000 £1,833 £2,017 £2,167

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £28 £31 £32
50 £47 £52 £53
75 £61 £68 £70
100 £73 £81 £84
150 £100 £112 £117
200 £125 £140 £146
250 £148 £165 £172
300 £172 £192 £201
350 £196 £219 £230
400 £219 £245 £257
450 £241 £269 £282
500 £262 £291 £306
600 £308 £343 £361
700 £353 £392 £413
750 £375 £415 £438
800 £396 £438 £462
900 £436 £483 £510
1000 £475 £525 £555
1250 £586 £647 £685
1500 £694 £765 £810
1750 £799 £880 £933
2000 £900 £991 £1,051
2500 £1,097 £1,206 £1,281
3000 £1,284 £1,408 £1,498
3500 £1,474 £1,614 £1,719
4000 £1,657 £1,813 £1,933
4500 £1,836 £2,006 £2,141
5000 £2,008 £2,192 £2,342

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your design

Standard

Gate

Concertina

Shorter edge

Perfect For:

 Posters

 Presentation
 Covers

 Menus   

When folded...

 Share-a-cards

 Table Talkers

 Menus 

A3 Size: 420mm x 297mm / Heavyweight Uncoated Paper: 250gsm ~ 340gsm

A3 Heavyweight
Uncoated Paper



14 15

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £10 £10 £10
50 £13 £16 £16
75 £17 £21 £22
100 £21 £26 £28
150 £27 £34 £36
200 £32 £41 £44
250 £38 £48 £52
300 £44 £56 £60
350 £50 £63 £68
400 £55 £70 £76
450 £60 £76 £83
500 £64 £82 £89
600 £75 £95 £104
700 £84 £107 £118
750 £89 £113 £125
800 £94 £119 £131
900 £102 £130 £143
1000 £111 £140 £155
1250 £135 £170 £189
1500 £158 £199 £221
1750 £180 £225 £252
2000 £200 £250 £280
2500 £247 £308 £345
3000 £292 £364 £409
3500 £336 £417 £470
4000 £378 £469 £529
4500 £420 £520 £588
5000 £461 £570 £645

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £14 £15 £15
50 £18 £21 £21
75 £22 £26 £27
100 £26 £31 £33
150 £32 £39 £41
200 £37 £46 £49
250 £43 £53 £57
300 £49 £61 £65
350 £55 £68 £74
400 £61 £76 £82
450 £66 £83 £89
500 £72 £89 £97
600 £84 £104 £113
700 £95 £118 £128
750 £100 £125 £136
800 £106 £131 £143
900 £116 £143 £157
1000 £126 £155 £170
1250 £152 £188 £207
1500 £178 £219 £241
1750 £202 £248 £274
2000 £225 £275 £305
2500 £277 £338 £375
3000 £327 £399 £444
3500 £376 £457 £510
4000 £423 £514 £574
4500 £470 £570 £638
5000 £516 £625 £700

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your designA4 Size: 210mm x 297mm / Lightweight Paper: 80gsm ~ 130gsm

Standard

Gate

Concertina

Shorter edge

Perfect For:

 Letterheads

 Leaflets

 Posters

 Flyers

 Handouts

 Newsletters   

 Photocopies

 Continuation
 Sheets

 Questionnaires

 Invoice Sheets 

A4 Lightweight Paper



16 17

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £10 £11 £12
50 £15 £18 £19
75 £20 £24 £25
100 £26 £31 £33
150 £34 £41 £43
200 £41 £49 £52
250 £49 £59 £63
300 £56 £68 £73
350 £64 £77 £82
400 £70 £85 £91
450 £77 £93 £100
500 £83 £101 £108
600 £97 £117 £126
700 £110 £133 £143
750 £116 £140 £152
800 £123 £148 £160
900 £135 £162 £176
1000 £146 £176 £191
1250 £179 £214 £233
1500 £209 £250 £273
1750 £238 £284 £310
2000 £265 £315 £345
2500 £327 £388 £425
3000 £387 £458 £503
3500 £445 £527 £579
4000 £502 £593 £653
4500 £557 £657 £725
5000 £611 £720 £795

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £15 £16 £17
50 £20 £23 £24
75 £25 £29 £30
100 £31 £36 £38
150 £39 £46 £48
200 £47 £55 £58
250 £56 £66 £70
300 £65 £77 £82
350 £74 £88 £93
400 £82 £97 £103
450 £90 £107 £114
500 £98 £116 £123
600 £115 £135 £144
700 £131 £153 £164
750 £138 £162 £174
800 £146 £171 £183
900 £160 £188 £201
1000 £174 £203 £218
1250 £212 £247 £266
1500 £248 £289 £311
1750 £282 £328 £354
2000 £315 £365 £395
2500 £388 £449 £487
3000 £459 £531 £576
3500 £529 £610 £663
4000 £597 £688 £748
4500 £664 £764 £831
5000 £729 £837 £912

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your designA4 Size: 210mm x 297mm / Middleweight Paper: 140gsm ~ 210gsm

Standard

Gate

Concertina

Shorter edge

Perfect For:

 Letterheads

 Leaflets

 Posters

 Flyers

 Newsletters   

 Brochures

 Questionnaires

 

A4 Middleweight Paper



18 19

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £11 £12 £13
50 £18 £20 £21
75 £24 £27 £28
100 £30 £35 £37
150 £40 £47 £49
200 £48 £56 £59
250 £57 £68 £71
300 £67 £79 £83
350 £75 £89 £94
400 £84 £99 £105
450 £91 £108 £114
500 £99 £116 £124
600 £116 £136 £145
700 £132 £155 £166
750 £140 £164 £176
800 £148 £173 £185
900 £163 £190 £204
1000 £177 £206 £221
1250 £216 £251 £270
1500 £253 £293 £316
1750 £287 £333 £359
2000 £320 £370 £400
2500 £395 £456 £493
3000 £467 £539 £584
3500 £538 £619 £672
4000 £606 £697 £757
4500 £673 £773 £841
5000 £739 £847 £922

Perfect For:

 Posters

 Maps / Plans

 Presentations

When folded...

 Menus

 Price Lists

 Greeting Cards 

A4 Size: 210mm x 297mm / Heavyweight Coated Paper: 250gsm ~ 350gsm

A4 Heavyweight
Coated Paper

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £21 £22 £23
50 £28 £30 £31
75 £34 £37 £38
100 £40 £45 £47
150 £50 £57 £59
200 £58 £66 £69
250 £67 £78 £81
300 £77 £89 £94
350 £88 £101 £106
400 £98 £113 £119
450 £107 £123 £130
500 £116 £134 £141
600 £137 £157 £166
700 £157 £180 £190
750 £167 £191 £202
800 £176 £201 £213
900 £194 £222 £235
1000 £212 £241 £256
1250 £259 £295 £314
1500 £305 £346 £368
1750 £349 £394 £420
2000 £390 £440 £470
2500 £482 £543 £581
3000 £572 £644 £689
3500 £660 £742 £794
4000 £746 £837 £897
4500 £831 £931 £998
5000 £914 £1,022 £1,097

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your design

Standard

Gate

Concertina

Shorter edge



20 21

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £14 £15 £15
50 £23 £26 £27
75 £32 £36 £37
100 £42 £47 £48
150 £56 £63 £65
200 £68 £76 £79
250 £82 £92 £96
300 £95 £107 £112
350 £108 £122 £127
400 £120 £135 £141
450 £132 £148 £155
500 £143 £160 £167
600 £167 £188 £197
700 £191 £214 £224
750 £202 £226 £238
800 £213 £239 £251
900 £234 £262 £275
1000 £254 £284 £299
1250 £310 £346 £365
1500 £363 £404 £427
1750 £413 £459 £485
2000 £460 £510 £540
2500 £567 £628 £666
3000 £671 £743 £788
3500 £772 £854 £906
4000 £870 £961 £1,021
4500 £966 £1,066 £1,134
5000 £1,060 £1,169 £1,244

Perfect For:

 Posters

 Maps / Plans

 Presentations

When folded...

 Menus

 Price Lists

 Greeting Cards 

A4 Size: 210mm x 297mm / Heavyweight Uncoated Paper: 250gsm ~ 340gsm

A4 Heavyweight
Uncoated Paper

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £24 £25 £25
50 £33 £36 £37
75 £42 £46 £47
100 £52 £57 £58
150 £66 £73 £75
200 £78 £86 £89
250 £92 £102 £106
300 £106 £118 £122
350 £120 £134 £139
400 £134 £149 £155
450 £147 £164 £170
500 £160 £177 £185
600 £187 £208 £217
700 £213 £236 £247
750 £226 £250 £261
800 £238 £264 £276
900 £262 £289 £303
1000 £284 £314 £329
1250 £347 £382 £401
1500 £406 £447 £469
1750 £462 £508 £534
2000 £515 £565 £595
2500 £635 £696 £733
3000 £751 £823 £868
3500 £865 £946 £999
4000 £975 £1,066 £1,126
4500 £1,084 £1,184 £1,251
5000 £1,190 £1,299 £1,374

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your design

Standard

Gate

Concertina

Shorter edge



22 23

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £7 £8 £8
50 £9 £10 £10
75 £11 £13 £13
100 £13 £16 £16
150 £17 £21 £22
200 £21 £26 £28
250 £24 £30 £32
300 £27 £34 £36
350 £30 £37 £40
400 £32 £41 £44
450 £35 £44 £48
500 £38 £48 £52
600 £44 £56 £60
700 £50 £63 £68
750 £52 £66 £72
800 £55 £70 £76
900 £60 £76 £83
1000 £64 £82 £89
1250 £78 £99 £109
1500 £92 £116 £127
1750 £104 £131 £144
2000 £116 £145 £160
2500 £141 £177 £195
3000 £165 £206 £229
3500 £188 £234 £260
4000 £210 £260 £290
4500 £235 £290 £324
5000 £259 £320 £358

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £12 £13 £13
50 £14 £15 £15
75 £16 £18 £18
100 £18 £21 £21
150 £22 £26 £27
200 £26 £31 £33
250 £29 £35 £37
300 £32 £39 £41
350 £35 £43 £45
400 £38 £47 £50
450 £42 £51 £55
500 £46 £56 £60
600 £53 £65 £69
700 £60 £74 £79
750 £63 £78 £83
800 £67 £82 £88
900 £73 £89 £96
1000 £79 £97 £104
1250 £96 £117 £126
1500 £112 £136 £147
1750 £126 £153 £166
2000 £141 £170 £185
2500 £171 £207 £225
3000 £200 £241 £264
3500 £228 £274 £300
4000 £255 £305 £335
4500 £285 £340 £374
5000 £314 £375 £413

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your designA5 Size: 148mm x 210mm / Lightweight Paper: 80gsm ~ 130gsm

Standard

Shorter edge

Perfect For:

 Flyers

 Handouts

 Inserts

 Forms   

When folded...

 Leaflets

 Instruction 
 Sheets 

A5 Lightweight Paper



24 25

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £10 £10 £10
50 £10 £11 £12
75 £13 £14 £15
100 £15 £18 £19
150 £20 £24 £25
200 £26 £31 £33
250 £30 £36 £38
300 £34 £41 £43
350 £37 £45 £48
400 £41 £49 £52
450 £45 £54 £57
500 £49 £59 £63
600 £56 £68 £73
700 £64 £77 £83
750 £68 £82 £87
800 £71 £86 £92
900 £79 £95 £102
1000 £86 £103 £111
1250 £104 £125 £135
1500 £122 £146 £157
1750 £138 £165 £178
2000 £154 £183 £198
2500 £188 £223 £242
3000 £220 £261 £284
3500 £251 £297 £323
4000 £280 £330 £360
4500 £313 £369 £402
5000 £346 £407 £444

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £13 £13 £13
50 £15 £16 £17
75 £18 £19 £20
100 £20 £23 £24
150 £25 £29 £30
200 £32 £37 £39
250 £37 £44 £45
300 £43 £50 £52
350 £48 £56 £58
400 £53 £61 £64
450 £58 £67 £71
500 £64 £74 £78
600 £74 £86 £91
700 £85 £98 £103
750 £89 £104 £109
800 £94 £109 £115
900 £104 £120 £127
1000 £113 £131 £138
1250 £137 £158 £168
1500 £161 £185 £196
1750 £183 £210 £223
2000 £204 £233 £248
2500 £249 £285 £303
3000 £293 £334 £356
3500 £335 £381 £407
4000 £375 £425 £455
4500 £419 £475 £509
5000 £463 £524 £562

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your designA5 Size: 148mm x 210mm / Middleweight Paper: 140gsm ~ 210gsm

Standard

Shorter edge

Perfect For:

 Flyers

 Handouts

 Inserts

 Forms   

When folded...

 Leaflet

 Price Lists 

A5 Middleweight Paper



26 27

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £8 £9 £9
50 £11 £12 £13
75 £14 £16 £16
100 £18 £20 £21
150 £24 £27 £28
200 £30 £35 £37
250 £35 £41 £43
300 £40 £47 £49
350 £44 £52 £54
400 £48 £56 £59
450 £53 £62 £65
500 £57 £68 £71
600 £68 £80 £84
700 £77 £91 £96
750 £82 £96 £102
800 £87 £102 £108
900 £95 £112 £118
1000 £104 £121 £129
1250 £126 £147 £157
1500 £148 £172 £183
1750 £168 £195 £208
2000 £187 £216 £231
2500 £228 £264 £282
3000 £268 £308 £331
3500 £305 £350 £377
4000 £340 £390 £420
4500 £380 £436 £469
5000 £420 £481 £518

Perfect For:

 Postcards

 Leaflets

 Invitations

 Menus   

When folded...

 Greeting Cards

 Invitations

 Time Tables 

A5 Size: 148mm x 210mm / Heavyweight Coated Paper: 250gsm ~ 350gsm

A5 Heavyweight
Coated Paper

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £18 £19 £19
50 £21 £22 £23
75 £24 £26 £26
100 £28 £30 £31
150 £34 £37 £38
200 £40 £45 £47
250 £45 £51 £53
300 £50 £57 £60
350 £56 £64 £67
400 £62 £70 £73
450 £68 £78 £81
500 £75 £85 £89
600 £89 £101 £105
700 £102 £115 £121
750 £108 £122 £128
800 £115 £130 £136
900 £127 £143 £150
1000 £139 £156 £164
1250 £170 £191 £200
1500 £200 £224 £236
1750 £229 £256 £269
2000 £257 £286 £301
2500 £316 £351 £370
3000 £373 £413 £436
3500 £427 £473 £499
4000 £480 £530 £560
4500 £538 £593 £627
5000 £595 £656 £693

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your design

Standard

Shorter edge



28 29

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £9 £10 £10
50 £14 £15 £15
75 £18 £20 £21
100 £23 £26 £27
150 £32 £36 £37
200 £42 £47 £48
250 £49 £55 £57
300 £56 £63 £65
350 £62 £70 £72
400 £68 £76 £79
450 £75 £84 £87
500 £82 £92 £96
600 £96 £108 £113
700 £110 £124 £129
750 £117 £131 £136
800 £123 £138 £144
900 £136 £152 £159
1000 £148 £165 £172
1250 £179 £200 £210
1500 £210 £234 £245
1750 £238 £265 £278
2000 £264 £294 £309
2500 £323 £358 £377
3000 £378 £419 £442
3500 £431 £476 £503
4000 £480 £530 £560
4500 £536 £592 £626
5000 £592 £653 £691

Perfect For:

 Postcards

 Leaflets

 Invitations

 Menus   

When folded...

 Greeting Cards

 Invitations

 Time Tables 

A5 Size: 148mm x 210mm / Heavyweight Uncoated Paper: 250gsm ~ 340gsm

A5 Heavyweight
Uncoated Paper

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £19 £20 £20
50 £24 £25 £25
75 £28 £30 £31
100 £33 £36 £37
150 £42 £46 £47
200 £52 £57 £58
250 £59 £65 £67
300 £67 £74 £76
350 £74 £82 £85
400 £82 £90 £93
450 £90 £100 £103
500 £99 £110 £113
600 £117 £129 £134
700 £135 £148 £153
750 £143 £157 £163
800 £151 £166 £172
900 £167 £183 £190
1000 £183 £200 £207
1250 £223 £244 £253
1500 £262 £286 £298
1750 £299 £326 £339
2000 £334 £364 £379
2500 £410 £446 £465
3000 £483 £524 £547
3500 £553 £599 £625
4000 £620 £670 £700
4500 £694 £750 £783
5000 £767 £828 £866

If you want it folded...
Every which way, we can fold your paper to fit your design

Standard

Shorter edge
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Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

100 £10 £10 £10
150 £11 £13 £13
200 £13 £16 £16
250 £15 £18 £19
300 £17 £21 £22
350 £19 £23 £24
400 £21 £26 £28
450 £22 £28 £30
500 £24 £30 £32
600 £27 £34 £36
700 £30 £37 £40
750 £31 £39 £42
800 £32 £41 £44
900 £35 £44 £48
1000 £38 £48 £52
1250 £47 £59 £64
1500 £55 £69 £74
1750 £62 £78 £85
2000 £69 £87 £94
2500 £85 £106 £115
3000 £99 £123 £135
3500 £113 £140 £153
4000 £126 £155 £170
4500 £140 £172 £189
5000 £154 £189 £208

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

100 £10 £11 £12
150 £13 £14 £15
200 £15 £18 £19
250 £18 £21 £22
300 £20 £24 £25
350 £23 £27 £29
400 £26 £31 £33
450 £28 £34 £35
500 £30 £36 £38
600 £34 £41 £43
700 £38 £45 £48
750 £40 £48 £50
800 £42 £50 £53
900 £46 £56 £59
1000 £51 £61 £65
1250 £62 £75 £79
1500 £73 £87 £93
1750 £83 £99 £106
2000 £93 £111 £118
2500 £114 £135 £144
3000 £133 £157 £169
3500 £151 £178 £192
4000 £169 £198 £213
4500 £188 £220 £237
5000 £207 £242 £261

A6 Size: 148mm x 105mm / Lightweight Paper: 80gsm ~ 130gsm

Perfect For:

 Flyers

 Leaflets 

 Handouts

 Instruction
 Sheets

A6 Lightweight Paper
A6 Size: 148mm x 105mm / Middleweight Paper: 140gsm ~ 210gsm

Perfect For:

 Leaflets 

 Handouts

 Invitations

 Gift Vouchers

A6 Middleweight Paper



32 33

Perfect For:

 Postcards

 Invitations

 R.S.V.P.’s 

 Presentation  
 Note Cards

 Tickets

A6 Heavyweight
Coated Paper

A6 Size: 148mm x 105mm / Heavyweight Coated Paper: 250gsm ~ 350gsm

Perfect For:

 Postcards

 Invitations

 R.S.V.P.’s 

 Presentation  
 Note Cards

 Tickets

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

50 £10 £10 £10
75 £12 £13 £13
100 £14 £15 £15
150 £18 £20 £21
200 £23 £26 £27
250 £28 £31 £32
300 £32 £36 £37
350 £37 £41 £42
400 £42 £47 £48
450 £45 £51 £53
500 £49 £55 £57
600 £57 £64 £66
700 £64 £72 £74
750 £67 £75 £78
800 £71 £79 £82
900 £79 £88 £91
1000 £87 £97 £101
1250 £106 £118 £123
1500 £124 £138 £144
1750 £141 £157 £164
2000 £158 £175 £182
2500 £192 £213 £222
3000 £225 £249 £260
3500 £255 £282 £295
4000 £284 £314 £329
4500 £316 £349 £366
5000 £348 £383 £402

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

50 £10 £10 £10
75 £10 £10 £11
100 £11 £12 £13
150 £14 £16 £16
200 £18 £20 £21
250 £21 £24 £25
300 £24 £27 £28
350 £27 £31 £32
400 £30 £35 £37
450 £33 £38 £40
500 £35 £41 £43
600 £41 £48 £50
700 £46 £54 £56
750 £48 £56 £59
800 £51 £59 £62
900 £57 £66 £69
1000 £62 £73 £76
1250 £76 £89 £93
1500 £89 £104 £109
1750 £102 £118 £124
2000 £114 £131 £139
2500 £139 £160 £169
3000 £163 £187 £198
3500 £185 £212 £225
4000 £207 £236 £251
4500 £230 £262 £279
5000 £253 £289 £307

A6 Heavyweight
Uncoated Paper

A6 Size: 148mm x 105mm / Heavyweight Uncoated Paper: 250gsm ~ 340gsm
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DL Size: 210mm x 99mm / Lightweight Paper: 80gsm ~ 130gsm

Perfect For:

 Compliment
 Slips

 Leaflets 

 Handouts

 Inserts

 Raffle Tickets

DL Lightweight Paper
DL Size: 210mm x 99mm / Middleweight Paper: 140gsm ~ 210gsm

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

50 £10 £10 £10
75 £10 £11 £12
100 £12 £13 £14
150 £15 £18 £19
200 £19 £22 £23
250 £22 £26 £28
300 £26 £31 £33
350 £29 £34 £36
400 £31 £38 £40
450 £34 £41 £43
500 £36 £44 £46
600 £41 £49 £52
700 £46 £56 £59
750 £49 £60 £63
800 £52 £63 £67
900 £58 £70 £75
1000 £64 £76 £81
1250 £77 £92 £99
1500 £89 £107 £114
1750 £102 £122 £131
2000 £115 £137 £147
2500 £139 £165 £178
3000 £161 £191 £206
3500 £186 £219 £236
4000 £209 £246 £266
4500 £232 £273 £295
5000 £253 £298 £323

Perfect For:

 Leaflets

 Handouts

 Inserts 

DL Middleweight Paper

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

100 £10 £12 £12
150 £13 £16 £16
200 £15 £19 £20
250 £18 £22 £23
300 £21 £26 £28
350 £23 £29 £31
400 £25 £31 £33
450 £27 £34 £36
500 £29 £36 £39
600 £32 £41 £44
700 £36 £46 £49
750 £38 £48 £52
800 £40 £51 £55
900 £44 £56 £60
1000 £48 £61 £66
1250 £58 £73 £79
1500 £67 £84 £92
1750 £77 £96 £105
2000 £86 £108 £118
2500 £104 £130 £143
3000 £121 £150 £165
3500 £139 £172 £189
4000 £156 £193 £213
4500 £173 £214 £236
5000 £189 £233 £258



36 37

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

50 £10 £10 £10
75 £11 £12 £13
100 £13 £15 £15
150 £18 £20 £21
200 £22 £25 £26
250 £26 £30 £31
300 £30 £35 £37
350 £33 £39 £41
400 £36 £43 £45
450 £40 £47 £49
500 £43 £50 £53
600 £49 £57 £60
700 £56 £66 £69
750 £60 £70 £74
800 £63 £74 £78
900 £71 £83 £87
1000 £77 £90 £95
1250 £94 £109 £115
1500 £109 £126 £134
1750 £125 £144 £153
2000 £140 £162 £172
2500 £169 £196 £208
3000 £197 £226 £241
3500 £226 £260 £277
4000 £255 £292 £312
4500 £283 £323 £346
5000 £309 £353 £378

Perfect For:

 Leaflets 

 Invitations

 Tickets

DL Heavyweight
Coated Paper

DL Size: 210mm x 99mm / Heavyweight Coated Paper: 250gsm ~ 350gsm

Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £10 £10 £10
50 £11 £12 £12
75 £14 £15 £15
100 £17 £18 £19
150 £23 £26 £27
200 £29 £33 £34
250 £35 £39 £41
300 £42 £47 £48
350 £47 £52 £54
400 £51 £58 £60
450 £56 £63 £65
500 £60 £68 £70
600 £69 £77 £80
700 £79 £89 £92
750 £84 £95 £98
800 £89 £100 £104
900 £99 £111 £116
1000 £109 £122 £127
1250 £131 £147 £153
1500 £153 £170 £177
1750 £175 £194 £203
2000 £196 £218 £228
2500 £237 £263 £275
3000 £274 £304 £319
3500 £315 £349 £366
4000 £355 £392 £412
4500 £393 £434 £457
5000 £430 £474 £499

Perfect For:

 Leaflets 

 Invitations

 Tickets

DL Heavyweight
Uncoated Paper

DL Size: 210mm x 99mm / Heavyweight Uncoated Paper: 250gsm ~ 340gsm
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Quantity 1 Sided 2 Sided 2 Sided
B&W Reverse Colour Reverse

25 £21 £22 £22
50 £27 £28 £29
75 £33 £36 £37
100 £39 £42 £44
150 £52 £56 £58
200 £61 £67 £70
250 £70 £76 £80
300 £78 £85 £90
350 £89 £97 £102
400 £100 £109 £115
450 £111 £121 £128
500 £121 £132 £139
600 £142 £154 £163
700 £162 £175 £185
750 £171 £185 £196
800 £181 £196 £208
900 £202 £218 £231
1000 £221 £238 £253
1250 £268 £288 £307
1500 £312 £334 £356
1750 £359 £384 £410
2000 £405 £432 £462
2500 £493 £524 £562
3000 £575 £610 £655
3500 £666 £706 £758
4000 £755 £800 £860
4500 £844 £893 £960
5000 £930 £984 £1,059

Size: 145mm x 290mm, Scored and Folded to 145mm x 145mm  
Heavyweight Paper: 250gsm ~ 350gsm

Perfect For:

 Greeting Cards

 Invitations

 Vouchers

Square Folded Cards
Printed on NCR Colour Top Sheet & B/W Bottom Sheet(s)

Printed on 1 sided only & Padded into Books of 50 Sets

Printed on NCR B/W Throughout
Printed on 1 sided only & Padded into Books of 50 Sets

Quantity A5 2 Parts A5 3 Parts A4 2 Parts A4 3 Parts
1 Book £26 £27 £34 £41
2 Books £34 £40 £55 £66
3 Books £45 £54 £74 £91
4 Books £55 £67 £91 £114
5 Books £65 £79 £107 £136
6 Books £74 £91 £124 £157
7 Books £83 £103 £140 £178
8 Books £92 £125 £154 £199
9 Books £100 £137 £177 £219
10 Books £107 £145 £189 £242

Quantity A5 2 Parts A5 3 Parts A4 2 Parts A4 3 Parts
1 Book £17 £21 £24 £31
2 Books £24 £31 £38 £52
3 Books £31 £42 £52 £73
4 Books £38 £52 £66 £94
5 Books £45 £63 £80 £115
6 Books £52 £73 £94 £136
7 Books £59 £84 £108 £157
8 Books £66 £94 £122 £178
9 Books £73 £105 £136 £199
10 Books £80 £115 £150 £220

Colour Duplicate Pads

B/W Duplicate Pads
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DK PRINT LTD • THE OLD MENDING ROOM • QUEENS SQUARE BUSINESS PARK
HUDDERSFIELD ROAD • HONLEY • HOLMFIRTH • WEST YORKSHIRE • HD9 6QZ

TEL: 01484 304304 • EMAIL: INFO@DKPRINT.CO.UK • WWW.DKPRINT.CO.UK 

Prices correct at March 2019

PROFESSIONAL | AFFORDABLE | RELIABLE


